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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

23The meson theory of nuclear forces introduced by Yukawa has 
been the dominant factor in the development of nuclear theories. The 
prediction of the existence of the pi-meson was the outstanding feature 
of Yukawa? s theory. ■ Although the theory was first introduced in 1935? 
it was not until' 1946 that the pion was discovered by Lattes,
Occhialini, and Powell?"0

20Considerable experimental work by Panofsky has firmly estab
lished the properties of pion-nucleus interactions especially at low or 
moderate energies. However, extensive high energy data had to await the 
advent of the present day high energy accelerators which now provide the 
experimenter with pion beams, which are fairly monoenergetic and un
contaminated. While experimental data has accumulated rapidly, the 
theoretical explanation of these results leaves much to be desired.

Of particular interest at high energies is the multiple produc
tion of mesons in nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-meson collisions. On the 
remaining pages of this thesis the observed characteristics of multiple 
production of charged pions from pi-nucleus interactions at 3-0 Bev are 
compared with the results of Fermi$s statistical theory of multiple 
meson production, (other results of theoretical interest are reported) 
and with the work of other experimenters at similar energies.

1



CHAPTER II

THEORY

Several theories of multiple meson production have been advanced
13 ‘over the past several years. These include the theories of Heisenbergs

14 12_ 1? 15 ■ 7,9,10 ,Kraushaar and Marks, Fukuda and Takeda, -Lewis, landau, and Fermi.
Only the theories of lewis and Fermi are amenable to calculation or 
applicable at the 3.0 Bev/c level.

lewis has based his theory on the analogy between meson radia
tion and electromagnetic radiation. In this treatment the meson fields 
before and after the interaction are considered and the difference is 
presumed radiated in the form of free mesons. Pseudo scalar mesons with
pseudo vector coupling are used and the calculation done using the

. . 3
Block-Nordsieck method. The predictions of the lewis theory are: small 
cross section for multiple production, multiplicity varying as the cube 
root of the incident particle energy, and strong forward dr backward 
meson emission in the center of mass system. The forward or backward 
emission, not both, allowed by the lewis theory compares unfavorably with 
experimental results, and hence this theory will not be further con
sidered. A comprehensive treatment of the earlier multiple production

18theories can be found in a review article by lewis.
Fermi in his theory takes his lead from Heisenberg’s notion 

that at high energy a collision between two nucleons sets the meson 
”fluid" surrounding the nucleons into, turbulent motion. Fermi carries



this approach to the final stage of full thermodynamic equilibrium. 
According to Femi we can picture a high energy collision as follows: 
At the moment of collision the total energy of the colliding particles 
including rest energy is released within the volume of space occupied 
by the mesons surrounding the interacting particles. Femi assumes 
this volume has a radius of the order of

where jjl is the meson rest mass. The classical volume can then be 
taken as

vo * -j- mt3 , (g)

The released energy is then assumed to become statistically dis
tributed among the various possible final states. We may expect that 
only those states easily attainable from the initial state will have 
time to reach equilibrium. Thus, weak interactions requiring com
paratively a long time will not be able to share appreciably in the 
interaction energy. The strong interactions of the Yukawa theory, 
however, may be fast enough to reach statistical equilibrium. At the 
energies of the present experiment these strong reactions result pre
dominantly in the production of neutral and charged pions.

The interaction volume assumed by Femi is arbitrary and pro
vides the only adjustable parameter of the theory. At an incident 
meson energy of 3.0 Bev the nucleon, at rest in the laboratory system.
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has a center of mass energy of 1.4 Bev. At this energy the nucleon 
must be considered relativistic. Here, as in the case of nucleon- 
nucleon collisions, the uncontracted interaction volume is taken to 
have a radius of In the center-of-̂ nass system the interaction
volume -will be Lorentz contracted in the direction of the nucleon 
motion by a factor

Me2 ,
W (3)

where W is the total center of mass system energy of the nucleon.
The volume used in the calculations is then

V - Vo-i|L . (4)

The statistical distribution of energy among the final states
is of course subject to the various conservation laws. In Femifs
original treatment, total energy was strictly conserved while linear
momentum was only approximately conserved. Later modifications to

19the theory by Femi and Milbum have added exact conservation of
linear momentum, isotopic spin, and charge. Conservation of angular
momentum and spin have not been applied to Fermi's theory since he 

V 8has shown ’ it would make little contribution to the final result.
The transition rate from an initial state (i) of a quantum

22mechanical system to a final state (f) is given by

w = -izr (f | h 11)2 p (w) , (5)



where f|H|i is the matrix element of the transition and P(w) is the 
density of final states for a total system energy W. We assume that 
the matrix element vanishes for all transitions not satisfying the 
various conservation laws. Since statistical equilibrium is reached, 
the initial state is projected uniformly over all final states. The 
final state wave functions are represented by a product of N individual 
free particle wave functions. Thus, the matrix element reduces to

f|H/i = const —  ,

where V 1 is the normalizing volume of free final states and V is the 
normalizing volume of the virtual states initially contained within 
the interaction volume V, the transition rate is then proportional to;

W N P (w) . (7)

Stated differently we may say that the probability of a final state 
occurring is proportional to the probability that each of the N 
particles confined to V 1 are at the same time within the volume sector 
V. We must next correct the matrix element to consider the possibility 
of producing identical particles. If n of the final N particles are 
indistinguishable, the final product wave functions must be symmetric 
or anti-symmetric, depending on whether the particles are Fermions or 
Bosons, under interchange of particle coordinates. The wave function 
then has n! possible permutations, each permutation giving rise to a 
different final state. Each of these final states, however, corresponds 
to the production of n particles. We are only interested in this last



result hence we reduce the statistical number of states considered by 
multiplying by a factor ij..

The density of final states per unit energy interval, neglect
ing conservation of angular momentum is

V» d Q(W)
{ n r  ir P  dw

(8)

where Q(W) is the volume of momentum space within the total energy shell 
3W, {2ZrJr) is the volume occupied by one state, and Vf, as before, is 

the volume in coordinate space inclosing each particle. The statistical 
weight or relative probability of formation of a final state is then

N d Q(w)
dw (9)s(n) [j2 r f  p ]

Fermi, in his original paper, calculated the statistical 
probability for classical, intermediate and extreme relativistic par
ticles emerging from the interaction volume. We consider first the 
classical case: For a collision with n secondary particles of masses
m-L m2 m^..,#^ and total Kinetic Energy (T) in the center of mass system, 
conserving only total energy Feimi finds

n (mx m2 %,)2 V T z (10)
n " 2 7 r ^  *

To apply this formula to pion production from a pion-nucleus collision, 
we require at least one pion and one nucleon to be emitted (pure 
scattering) thus conserving Baryons. Additional nucleon-antinucleon 
pairs could be created but is energetically impossible at 3.0 Bev



incident energy. We calculate S(n) for increasing numbers of pions 
produced. With 2.6 Bev total energy available in the center of mass 
system it is obvious that the classical formula is not applicable to 
our experiment. Complete calculations have been made, however, as an 
aid to a reader performing an experiment in the classical range. A 
sample calculation is given in Appendix I and the numerical results for 
S(n) with from two to five particles emitted (one to four pions) are 
found in Table I.

In the extreme relativistic case Fermi finds

3n -1
,,, x _ ______Vn W_________ , (11)
( ) ^2n j.3n c 3n ( 3n -1 ) I

where W is the total energy in the center of mass system, including 
rest energy, of the n secondary particles. For the relativistic case, 
Feimi neglected the rest energy of the emerging particles. This as
sumption is valid only if the available energy is extremely large, 
and also precludes the identification of the emerging particles. The 
available energy of this experiment certainly is not sufficiently 
great to ignore the nucleon rest mass, and we wish to know pion mul
tiplicities, the results of the relativistic case are not compared with 
the experiment. Numerical calculations have been carried through, 
however, and a sample calculation is presented in Appendix I. The 
values of S(n) for one to seven emerging particles are given in 
Table I.

The intermediate case considers the emergent nucleons as 
classical and the pions as relativistic. Equation 22 of Fermifs
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7original paper gives his result for S(n) assuming an initial nucleon- 

nucleon collision and approximate conservation of linear momentum. To 
derive the equivalent formula for pion-nucleon collisions we return to 
his formula (15) which is

where s nucleons and n pions are produced. It should be noted that 
equation 20 would seem to be an easier place to begin, however, that 
equation is incorrect in the approximate conservation of linear mo
mentum. To approximately conserve linear momentum we note that the 
kinetic energy is approximately equally partitioned among the emerging 
particles. Thus, we require the center of mass momentum to vanish for 
the nucleons only, for a first approximation. Conservation of momentum 
among the nucleons means that instead of S independent particles only 
S-l will be independent. The factor s/*: must be replaced by the 
analogue of a reduced mass

S (s,n) =
^s/2 v a/2 ♦ 1/3

2 3s/2 ^  s/2 + 2/3 ^  3s/2 + 1 c - 3s/2 + 1
(12)

, 3/2 (s - 1) 
M s,-3/2



Making these changes the equation for S(s,n) becomes

3/2(s-l) s/2 + 1/3 _________M_______V ________________________
S (s,n) = S3/2 23S/2 ^ S/2 + 2/3 *  33/2 + 1 C - 33/2 + 1

(13)
z 1/3 2. A 3n + 3 s/2 - 5/2/ V (W - SMc ) I

x L _ j L 2 / i _ i o _ y
(3n + 3/2s - 5/2) I 

2Note that the s in the W-SMc term was not replaced by S-l. The S
there serves merely to correct the total energy in the center of mass
system for the rest mass of the produced nucleons.

We are interested in the case where one nucleon is produced 
along with n pions. Substituting S=1 and neglecting the constant part 
of the equation since a proportionality is all that is necessary we 
have finally

/ V / 3  2 A 3 n - l
S ( „ ) =  ( W - M O j  (u)

(3n - l) I ’

for the Femi intermediate case, approximately conserving linear mo
mentum. A sample numerical calculation is given in Appendix I and the 
results for n from one to six pions is reported in Table I.

The final theory to be considered is a modification of the Femi 
19theory due to Milbum. Milbum considers the same three cases as 

Fermi, an d a Is o, applie s exact conservation of linear momentum to 
the classical and intemediate cases and approximate conservation of 
momentum to the relativistic case. He also considers an intermediate
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case where the rest mass of all particles is finite. Although the 
latter case is closest physically to the experiment considered here, 
the complexity of the formulas prevents numerical calculation at this 
time. The intermediate case with zero rest mass pions is the most 
applicable and numerical values for only it have been calculated.

servation of linear momentum is covered in Appendix II. The general 
method is as follows: We consider two secondary particles, having
total energies W, WT, and momenta p and pf respectively, combined in a 
system having a fixed total momentum P=p+pT and fixed total energy 
W=w+wl. We wish to find the total volume of momentum space available 
to one of the two particles. Taking pjtyfjto represent the independent 
particle in the momentum configuration of Figure I, the momentum 
volume available to this particle is given by

The detailed procedure used by Milbum to insure exact con-

(15)

Figure I
Momentum Configuration

?(M))
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Me next assume one particle is of mass M (nucleon) and the other 
massless (pion). The momentum limit, which enforces conservation of 
momentum, is found from Figure I and the standard formulas relating 
momentum and energy is ' ;

where W and M are expressed in momentum units and P has been set equal 
to zero in the center of mass system. To add another massless 
secondary particle pT becomes the momentum sum and W* the total energy 
sum of the two massless particles. We then perform the integration as 
before. After obtaining Q(W) we differentiate and insert the result 
into equation 9 to obtain S(n). Milbum obtains the following results 
where n denotes the number of emerging pions. All formulae are for 
one nucleon emitted.

p = W2 - M22W
(16)

(17)

2
5(2) = --1

(18)
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j n  - 196V2 - &6|Z v^

+ 2422 v6 + 1811 v8 - v10
3 3 3

- 2 V12 + §  v1^ + 280v^
3 3 (19)

j~7 + 10v2 + v^j In

(i * *2> {jgfe -

_ 4697vS7 + 1715v6B5 + iSSSvV + % v10b 
3840 288 48 3

+ 2 v ^B-1 - 8_ v14b-3 + 122 tA b7 fin B + 222 19 15 128 V 2v 40/
(20)

+ v6b5 Q n  J  - I) + |5 vV  (in B_ - |J.

2Here v = and B = 1 - v . The calculated values for S(n) can only 
be taken as of the correct order of magnitude. This is due both to the 
crudeness of the various theories and to the extreme loss of significant 
figures, especially since some of the numerical quantities used are
knov/n only to a few figures i. c. incident pion energy and pion rest
mass.

S(3) = V
(2lt %)'

37? W8 
2 .8  I

s(4) =
— r 4

V
(2Tf 1r\

12 Tfk Vf11 
2.11 I
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TABLti I

PI ON MULTIPLICITY PROBABILITIES 

Relative

n
pions s(n) s(n) s(n) s(n)
(Ex.F.Rel) F.Classical F.Relativistic F»Intermediate M.Intemediate

1 224-30 x 104 2.731 x 105 35.43 .876
2 10.97 1.037 x 107 176.30 3.600
3 1.93 .704 x 108 104.80 1.961
4 .06 .162 x 109 15.83 .033
5 .00 .169 x 109 .87 .000
6 .00 .110 x 109 .02 .000
7 .00 .368 x 10* .00 .000

Per cent Probability for Emission of n Pions

n Femi Classical Ferai Intermediate Milbum Intel
1 88.5 3.3 5.0
2 8.6 32.7 40.8

3 2.6 45.5 52.2
4 .3 16.3 2.0
5 .0 2.2 .0
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Ferai has also suggested a method by -which Isotopic spin and 

charge may be conserved in the interaction. We first calculate the
total isospin (T) possible for the initial system, in our case, a
negative pion and either a neutron or proton. The value of total iso
spin is given by the vector sum of the isospins of the individual com
ponent particles. The values of isospin and charge component of iso
spin (Tz) needed for computation are given below;

Nucleon:
t - iTz = +s Proton 

Tz = -g Neutron
Pions:

T = 1
Tz = +1 Tf 
T- = 0 Tf°
tz - -nr-

Forming the vector sum, we see that only two resultant isospins are 
possible, T = g and T = 3/2. To conserve charge any final state must 
have a total charge of zero if the original interaction was Tf'— p and
total charge -1 if the interaction was 77̂ — n. Using these values in the
equation for the final total charge

Q = [ j z + i s2| , (21)

where Tz is the final system charge component and s is the number of 
nucleons fomed, we determine the possible values of Tz. For our 
situation s = 1. For a Tf — p collision we find Tz and for Tf— n 
collision Tz = -3/2. We may now state that a Tf — p combination may be 
found in either the state T = 3/2, Tz = -1/2 or T = 1/2, Tz = -1/2,
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while a if — n combination may possibly be found in either T 3/2,
Tz = -3/2 or T = 1/2, Tz = -3/2. To determine the relative probability 
of the possible initial states, it is necessary to use the Clebsch- 
Gordon coefficients^ connecting the charge and isospin representations. 
The calculated coefficients indicate a p system will be found in the 
state T = 3/2, Tz = -1/2 with a probability of 1/3 and the state T = 1/2, 
Tz = -1/2 with a probability of 2/3. The if —  n system is found to exist 
only in the T = 3/2, Tz = -3/2 state. We then calculate the relative 
probability of forming the various possible final states from the three 
initial states. The numerical relative probabilities of forming the 
indicated final states from the T = 3/2, Tz = -1/2; T = 1/2, Tz = -3/2;
T = 3/2, Tz = -3/2 initial states are given in Table II and denoted by
Anc, Bnc, and Dnc respectively. With this information, we see that the
relative probability of foraing a particular final charge state C 
where n pions are produced can be written as

1/3 Anc S(n) + 2/3 Bnc S(n) + 1.2 Dnc S(n), (22)

Where the factor 1.2 arises from the average excess of neutrons over 
protons in the emulsion material. Numerical values are given in 
Table III. The percent probability of forming X pions is

S(x) 
P(x) "F ____

all,c all,c all,c
1/3 S-Anc + 2/3 2L Bnc + 1.2SLDnc 

n x n x n x (23)

1/3 H  Anc S(n) + 2/3 2Z Bnc S(n) + 1.2 SZ Dnc S(n) 
all,n,c all,n,c all,n,c
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TABLE II 

CHARGE STATE WEIGHTS

Charge
state Anc Bnc
P- Y3 2/3n- 0 0
no 2/3 Y3
P— 0 0po- 14/15 2/3no- 0 0
noo 4/15 1/3n+— 12/15 3/3
po— 0 0
p+—— 6/5 6/5poo- 5/5 4/5n+— 0 0
noo- 0 0
n+o- 12/5 9/5nooo 2/5 1/5
p+«— — 0 0
poo— 0 0
p+o- 152/35 192/60
pooo- 44/35 48/60
n+o— 0 0
nooo- 0 0
n++— 87/35 123/60
n+oo- 129/35 165/60
noooo 8/35 12/60
p*f+— — 25/7 20/7p+o— - 0 0
p+oo— 64/7 44/7pooo- 0 0
poooo- 9/7 6/7n+f-- 0 0
n++o— 70/7 50/7n+oo— 0 0
n+ooo- 40/7 26/7noooo- 0 0
nooooo 2/7 V 7

1/3 Anc + 2/3 Bnc
Dnc P(nc)
0 V91
0 4/9
4/50 3V45
6/5 -
0 14/450 42/45
8/50 13/150 13/15
10/5 —
7/5 --
0 30/150 4/15
80/35
88/35 ——
o . 752/210
0 200/210

200/35 —
52/35 —■*
0 461/210
0 643/210
0 44/210
0 65/21
60/7 -
0 152/21
24/7 —
0 21/21
35/7 —
0 170/21
80/7
0 92/21
11/7 —
0 4/7
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TABLE III

CHARGE STATE RELATIVE PROBABILITIES

(1/3 Anc + 2/3 Bnc) S(n) or 1.2 Dnc S(n)

Fenni Feimi Milburh
Charge State Classical Intermediate Intermediate
p- 124-90 x 104 19.7 .487
n- 269.76 42.5 1.051
no 99.91 15.7 .389
P— 10.53 169.7 3.456
po- 8.29 133.6 2.720
no- 15.79 254.6 5.184noo 3.41 55.0 1.120
n+- 10.24 165.0 3.360
po—— 2.75 201.2 3-766
p+— 1.72 125.8 2.353poo- 1.24 90.8 1.700
n+— 3.44 251.5 4.706
noo- 2.41 176.0 3.294n+o- 2.36 209.6 3.922
nooo •38 28.0 .523
p+-- .17 43.4 .080
poo— .19 47.8 .100
p+o- .22 56.7 .118
pooo- .06 15.1 .031
n+o— • 42 108.6 .226
nooo- .11 28.2 .059n++— .14 34-8 .072
n+oo- .19 48.5 .101
noooo .01 3.3 .007
p++-- .00 • 2.7 .000
p+o— .00 8.9 .000
p+oo— .00 6.3 .000
pooo-- .00 3.6 .000
poooo- .00 .9 .000
n++-- .00 5.2 .000
n++o— .00 7-0 .000
n+oo— .00 11.9 .000
n+ooo- .00 3.8 .000
noooo- .00 1.6 .000
nooooo .00 .5 .000

Sum 559.14 2377.5 38.335
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For the purpose of comparison "with the experimental resuits5 we wish 
only the probabilities of forming x charged pions. To obtain this re
sult 5 in the numerator of P(x) we limit x to charged pions and take the 
sum over all states c where x charged pions are produced. Isotopic spin 
and charge have been conserved in all calculations used for comparison 
with the experimental results.

The theory and methods of calculation have been covered in some 
detail in the hope that this may serve as an aid to anyone doing further 
work in this field.



CHAPTER III

' EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The emulsions used in this experiment were exposed using the 
Bevatron of the University of California at Berkeley to provide the 
pion beam. The 3.0 Bev pion beam was selected by magnetic analysis of 
the pions emitted from a copper target placed in the full energy pro
ton beam of the Bevatron. The emulsion's were exposed to approximately 
10s000 pulses of the Bevatron with the plane of the emulsion horizontal 
with the pion beam® Ilford type G-5 emulsions 600 microns thick were 
used. •

Scanning was done at both 530 and 250 times magnification 
using a Leitz binocular microscope. A total of 158 stars were observed,

Oin .1 cm of emulsion scanned,
Pion produced stars were selected by the criterion that the 

track producing an event must lie within 2° of the beam direction and 
must have a relative grain density not greater than 1.4* Using the 
stated criterion, 89 stars were determined to be pion produced and 85 
of these were analyzed on the basis that they were far enough from the 
emulsion edges or surfaces to permit complete analysis.

The scanning efficiency was taken to be unity for all inter
actions which yielded charged secondaries. The assumed high efficiency 
especially for two prong stars is based on a re-scan of .17 mm^ of the

19
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emulsion in which no previously unobserved events were found. Also, 
much of the scanning was originally done very carefully with the express 
purpose of discovering events with two light secondary tracks.

An eyepiece goniometer was employed to measure the azimuthal 
angles of the secondary tracks with respect to the incident pion. Ety 
this means, such angles could be measured to within ± g degree. The 
space angle © , for tracks with respect to the incident pion direction 
was computed from the relationship

cos© = cos 0 cos S" s (24)

where <f> is the azimuthal angle and Sr , the angle of dip in the emulsion.
Grain density measurements were made on all tracks. An 

average of 100 grains per track were counted, resulting in an expected 
statistical error of t 10$. All grain density measurements were made 
using a total magnification of lOlQx. Since the measurements were made 
along the projected track length, the following relationship was used 
to determine the actual grain density, along the track:

g - , (25)

where L is the projected track length and g<j« the total number of grains 
counted. Values of grain density reported (g*) are with respect to the 
pion grain density associated with a minimum ionizing track.

The grain density of incident pions varied linearily with 
depth in the emulsion and all track measurements were thus corrected 
for average track depth. The emulsion shrinkage factor was determined 
at the position of each event and depth measurements corrected for
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shrinkage.
Tracks emerging from an event were categorized as pions if

their relative grain density was less than or equal to 1 .4 minimum.
AThis method of distinguishing pions is frequently employed in cosmic 

ray studies. In support of this criterion. Fig. i'll illustrates that 
the value 1»4 corresponds closely to the gap between the light and 
heavy particle groups emitted from stars. '



CHAPTER I?

RESULTS

The experimental values, of pion multiplicity are compared with 
the Fermi classical and intermediate theories and Milbumf s inter
mediate theory in Table IF. The experimental multiplicities are 
plotted in Figure II, . It is apparent from Table IF that none of the 
theories compare favorably -with the experimental results. The major 
difficulty lies in the high percentage of zero charged pion events ex
perimentally observed compared -with the low values predicted by the 
theories. This discrepancy could be accounted for by a larger than 
predicted average number of Tf° secondaries which, of course, are not 
experimentally observed. Rigorously, the theories are only applicable 
to a collision between a pion and a single nucleon. In comparing ex
perimental- results with the theories, we have assumed that any pions 
formed in a pion-nucleon collision escape from the nucleus without 
further interaction. It may appear that the experimental results can 
be explained by considering subsequent pion-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon 
collisions as the products of ah initial collision proceed through the 
nucleus. However, if the theories hold, each subsequent collision 
would produce more charged than non-charged pions, and the net effect 
would be to observe a larger multiplicity for charged pions than pre
dicted for a single collision. This effect would lead to even greater

22
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TABLE IV

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROBABILITIES OF FORMING n CHARGED PIONS

Experimental Fermi Model Fermi Model Milbum
Values Classical Intermediate Intermediate

_n_ . % n $ -EL . . _n_ % .  -

0 50.5 0 18.5 0 4-3 0 5.3
1 41.2 1 75.6 1 32.1 1 37-4
2 7.1 2 4.8 2 35-7 2 37.3
3 1.2 3 1.0 3 23.6 3 19.1
4 0.0 4 0.1 4 4-0 4 0.4
5 0.0 5 0.0 5 0.3 5 0.0
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discrepancies between theory and experiment, hence, we must abandon 
any attempt at explanation based on a nuclear cascade with the 
secondaries of each collision determined by one of the theories con
sidered here.

It is interesting to note that a larger percentage of stars
exhibiting no charged pion emission is found if we consider only the
larger stars. (Table V). Some estimate of this effect can be obtained
by comparing the total number of stars exhibiting no charged pion tracks
with the number having no pion tracks but having at least seven prongs.
We find that 56% of the stars with no pion tracks are found in events
with at least seven prongs, while only L0> of the events with pion
tracks are found in the same group. Thus, the percentage of events
showing no pion tracks is reduced while the percentage showing pion
emission is increased, if only events with less than seven prongs are
considered. This effect is certainly subject to statistical question
due to the small number of events with greater than seven prongs. How-

21ever, a similar effect has been reported in other experiments where 
the number of events was statistically more significant. It would be 
interesting to extend this analysis to stars showing two or less dark 
prongs, corresponding to the emission of two protons or possibly a pro
ton and recoil nucleus. Unfortunately, insufficient data prevents such 
an analysis in this case. . '

The space angle of pion tracks relative to the incident pion 
direction is shown in Fig. III. The iisual strong preference for the 
forward direction in the laboratory system is readily seen. The angular



TABEE V

NUMBER OF PEGNGS AMD .CHARGED PIONS FOR EACH EVENT 

Event Charged Total Event Charged Total Event Charged Total Event Charged Total
Number Pions Prongs Number Pions Prongs Number Pions Prongs Number Pions Prongs

1 0 2 23 1 4 44 2 6 65 1 9
2 1 2 24 1 4 45 0 7 66 0 10
3 0 2 25 0 5 46 0 7 67 0 10
4 . 0 2 26 2 5 47 0 7 68 1 11
5 1 2 . 27 0 5 48 1 7 69 1 11
6 1 2 28 0 5 49 1 7 70 0 11 .
7 0 3 - .29 0 ' 5 50 1 7 . 71 1 12
■ 8 0 3 30 0 5 51 0 7 72 0 12
9 1 ' 3 31 1 5 52 0 7 73 . 1 <13

10 0 3 32 1 5 53 1 7 74 0 15
11 1 3 33 0 • 5 54 1 7 75 0 . 15
12 0 3 34 1 5 55 2 7 76 0 16
13 1 3 35 0 5 56 1 8 77 1 17
14 1 3 36 1 6 ' 57 0 8 78 0 17
15 1 , 3 37 1 6 58 0 8 79 0 17
16 0 4 38 2 6 59 0 8 80 0 17
17 1 4 39 1 6 60 2 8 81 ■■ 0 18
18 1 4 40 1 6 61 0 9 82 0 18
19 1 4 ; 41 0 6 62 0 9 83 1 18
20 1 4 42 0 6 63 0 9 84 1 18
21
22

■o'
0

44 43 2 6 64 o ■ 9 85 3 20
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distribution of dark tracks is shown in Fig. IV« A slight forward 
preference in the laboratory system is evident» The forward—backward 
ratios for pions and heavy tracks are 4:1 and 1.4:1 respectively.

Both the heavy and total prong number distributions. Figures 
V and VI, show the existence of two maxima. The larger maximum appear
ing at approximately 5 prongs per star is probably the result of pion 
collisions with light emulsion nuclei while the smaller maximum at 1? 
prongs corresponds to collisions with the heavier emulsion nuclei.

Of particular interest, is the histogram. Fig. VII, showing 
the relative grain density distribution of star prongs. The distinct 
group of tracks appearing in the low density region corresponds to 
those tracks categorized as pions. The inset of Fig. VII shows the 
pion group on an expanded grain density scale. It is reassuring to 
find that the value of relative grain density, 1.4, used to differenti
ate between pions and protons corresponds closely to the minimum between 
the two particle groups.

A comparison of'-this experiment with several previous experi-. 
ments at similar energies is shown in Table VI. The relative abundance 
of stars with no secondary charged pions is apparent in all experiments. 
The forward-backward ratios show a clear increase in forward preference 
with increasing energy.
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TABLE VI

Tt - NUCLEUS EMULSION EXPERIMENTS

Kinetic
Reference Energy

Observer Number Bev (Lab)

Blau, Caulton 1 .500
Blau, Oliver 2 .750
Crew 6 1.50
Present Experiment 3.00
Parks 21 4*50

Multiplicity Forward-Backward
Percent Charged Pions  Ratio

n - 0 n = 1 n = 2

4 0 - 6 38 ± 6 1 - 3 1.2:1
43 ± 4 40 -± 4 3 ± 1 1.7:1
49.8 35-8 12.1 3.1:1
49.5 41.2 7.1 4.0:1
46.5 34-7 8.9 7.0:1



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS

The observed pibn multiplicities are not consistent with the 
predictions of the Fermi statistical theory at the energy of this 
experiment<= A future line of research which could"provide considerable 
information on the mechanism of multiple production would be a detailed 
study of experimental pion multiplicities in relation to the star size 
and target nucleus.

34



APPENDIX I

The numerical methods used in obtaining S(n) from the various 
theories are illustrated below. No account of significant figures is 
maintained in the illustrative examples. Values of constants used are 
those for the e.g.s. system of units.
Femi Classical Theory:

where n is the number of emitted particles of masses m^m2«**mn and 
total center of mass kinetic energy T. We calculate for example S(3) 
which corresponds to the production of one nucleon and two pions or a 
pion multiplicity of two

The Femi classical equation for S(n) is

S'(n) 9

The values of the constants are:
27r9/2 = 3906.6 

"R9 = l.6ll3Xlo~2Zt3

(9/2-1) 1=7/2 1 = 7"(9/2) = 3/2,5/2*7/2*'^72 = 11.6317

(9/2-1) I = 7.3220X10-240

35



The total center of mass energy available in a 3.0 Bev pion- 
nucleon collision is 2.606 Bev. We produce one nucleon of mass .938 
Bev and two pions of mass .140 Bev so the total kinetic energy 
available is

T = 2.606 - .938 - 2X .140 = 1.388 Bev

T = 2.2237 X 10~3 ergs

T7^2 = 51.848 X 10”11

(mim̂ ) 3^2 = (1.0342 X lO""73)*^2 = 3-3260 X lO*"110

V = Vo T -

Vfhere m is the mass and W the center of mass energy of the nucleon 
before collision.

V = n. 852 X 10~39X = 9.7660 X 10~39

V3 = 93.143 x 10~u 6  

3.3260 X 10-110x 93.143 x 10~U6X 51.848 X lO™11
S'(3)  ------------------------- 3215-------------------. . 73-220 X 10 ^

s*(3) = 2.194 x 105

Correcting for the two identical pions, we obtain 

= S(3) = 1.097 X 105.
2 I

We have written this result as S(2) in the Tables, where 2 indicates
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the pion multiplicity.
Fenni Relativistic Theory:

The equation to be computed is

S(n) = V* W3n-1

^ , 2 n  ^ 3 n  c 3 n  (3% - )  I

where n is the number of particles emitted without distinction as to 
identity, and W is the total center of mass energy of the emitted 
particles.

We again take S(3) as the example.

77 211 C9 fi9 (9-1) 1 = 122.17 X 10~143

W - 2.606 Bev = 4.17499X 10”3 ergs

w8 = 9.2309 X 10~20

S(3) = 93.143 X 10"116 X 9.2309 X 10"20 

122.17 X lO"149
= .7037 x 103

No correction can be made for identical particles, 
Fermi Intermediate Theory:

S(n) = —  
nl

V1/ 3 (W-mc2)
ir&nrr

3n-l
(3n-l) 1

In the above equation, W, as before, is the total center of 
2mass energy available; me is the rest energy of the nucleon; n is

the number of produced pions; and the factor ̂  has been introduced to



correct for identical particles. We calculate S(3)•
38

vV 3  3= 3.1524 X icr

W-mc2 = 2.67225 X 10""3 ergs

3 3 81 3.1524 X lor X 2.67225 X 10--3
5(3) = —    = 104.831 v. 03 2* X / o

Milbum Intermediate Theory:

= 1 ?2 «  2T (27rOb dW

2 ,.5
—  2lJL j(l-v2) (7-43V2-23V4-3V6+2V8) + 120V^ln ̂
dW 2*51 L . L

M .938 
V = W = 2 ^ = -35" 4

(1-V2) - .87044

The expression in brackets is
.87044 X 1.03688 + 120 X .01678 X 1.02174 = 2.9650

A procedure that simplifies the computations and eliminates 
the necessity to express W and M in momentum units is to note that

Jl = 1.3214 x 10"13me

W _ W MC _ 1 = 2,1023 x 1013
27rfi M 2 7T'hc V'H-l



Using this result and expressing S(2) as
39

S(2) "7T IT (wii) 2k
we calculate

S(2) = 3-6001 X 1015.

(2.9605) ,

Univ. of Arizona Library



APPENDIX II

Milbum* s method of imposing exact conservation of linear mo
mentum on Fermi1s theory is illustrated for the case of massless pions. 
We take for examples the production of one and two pions with one 
nucleon. We use primed quantities to indicate dependent variables and 
unprimed quantities independent variables. The nucleon (where present) 
is always the independent particle.

able to secondary particles applying strict conservation of momentum. 
This volume can then be differentiated with respect to the total energy 
and used in equation (9) to calculate S(n). The total volume of mo
mentum space available to one independent particle (two secondary 
particles) is

p the nucleon. Setting P=0 in the center of mass system, and noting 
that for the massless pion

The problem is to determine the volume of momentum space avail-

We first determine the momentum limit p(cose). From Figure I 
2 2 2we see that (pT) = p + P - 2-̂ Pcose where we let pf be the pion and

1

40
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we see that by expressing W* in momentum units we have

p2 = (p»)2 = (w»)2 = (w-w)2#

where W is the total available center of mass system energy. Now

W = (p2 c2 + M2 c4)2 

and expressing W in momentum units

W = (p2 + M2) 9

2me
where M = = the nucleon rest energy in momentum units,
Thus

2P [w - (p2 + M2)^] ,

expanding

p2 = W2 - 2W (p2 + M2) + p2 + M2
2

fW2 + M2) = p2 + M2

W2 - M2 
P = '

which is the required momentum limit. Note that the expression is in
dependent of cos e . Substituting the limit we have



Q (IN, i r f ) = 2J
:1

d(cos 6 )
I

2W
P2dp

Q (IN, 1 7T) = 2"
6

We next add another pion to the secondary particles and calculate 
Q(W) for the three (two independent) secondary particles. To do this 
we first calculate the momentum volume available to the two massless 
pions, then add the mass M nucleon and the requirement that P -z 0 in 
the center of mass system. For two massless particles

(p»)2 = p2 + P2 - 2pPcos e = (w»)2 = (W - w)2

and

W = p

so

_ 2pPcos © = (W - p)2

where again W, w, wT are in momentum units. Solving

(pf )2 = p2 + P2 - 2pPcos© = (wf)2 = (W - w)2

and w = p
so

p2 + P2 - ZpPcos e = (w - p)2
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•where again W, w, wT are in momentum units, 
we find

Solving this equation.

p(cos ©) =
w2 - p2

2 |w - Pcos ©]

and

Q(ON, 27T) = 27T / d(cos © )

2 2W - P
2 ^  - PcosoJ

Q(ON, 27T) = W (VJ2 - P2) •

We next add the mass M nucleon. The total energy W and momentum space 
Q(ON, 2770 of the two pions now become dependent variables in the new 
three particle system. Thus,

z/ W(W2 - p)2— >- -iZ' w»(wT - P2) = Qt
6 6

and the new momentum volume is

+1 _p(cos© )
Q (IN, 2770 = 27T / d(cose) I p ^ ’dp .

'-1 V O

The expression for the momentum limit is unchanged since in the center 
of mass system we still have

p = (pT)2 - (wr)2 = (W - w)2 = W - (p2 + M2)



where now p is the nucleon momentum, pT the pion momentum sum, w* the 
pion energy sum end W the total three particle energy.
Substituting

and finally

The above integration and subsequent differentiation with respect to 
W is straightforward, but quite lengthy and careful attention to detail 
is required. The final result obtained is

Mwhere v = W

To add additional pions the procedure is exactly the same. The momentum 
volume available to the pions is first calculated and used as Q* in the 
integration where the nucleon is taken as the independent particle.

into QT we obtain

,49. 2 #9, = /(I - v)2 (7 - 43v2 - 23v^ - 3v6 + 2v8)
2*5 I

4 -L + 120v In —
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